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 Abstract1

This paper deals with test parallelization (scan-chain sub
division) which is used as a technique to reduce test applicati
time for systems-on-chip. An approach for test parallelizatio
taking into account test conflicts and test power limitations
described. The main features of the proposed approach are
combination of test parallelization with test scheduling as we
as the development of an extremely fast algorithm which can
used repeatedly in the design space exploration process. T
efficiency and usefulness of our approach have be
demonstrated with an industrial design.

1 Introduction
The increasing complexity of System-On-Chip (SOC) ha
created many testing problems, and long test application time
one of them. Minimization of test application time has becom
an important issue and several techniques have been develo
for this purpose, including test scheduling [1], [2], [3], [4], an
test vector set reduction[5].

The basic idea of test scheduling is to schedule tests
parallel so that many test activities can be performe
concurrently. However, there are usually many conflicts, su
as sharing of common resource, in a system under test wh
inhibit parallel testing. Therefore the test scheduling issue m
be taken into account during the design of the system under t
in order to maximize the possibility for parallel test. Furthe
test power constraints must be considered carefully, otherw
the system under test may be damaged due to overheat
Chakrabarty showed that the test scheduling problem is equa
the open-shop scheduling [1] which is known to be NP
complete and the use of heuristics are therefore justified. In
approach by Chouet al. [3] a resource graph is used to mode
the system, and from it, a test compatibility graph (TCG)
generated (Figure 1).

We have recently proposed an integrated framework for t
testing of SOC [6], which provides a design environment
treat test scheduling under test conflicts and test pow
constraints as well as test set selection, test resource placem
and test access mechanism design in a systematic way. In
paper, the issue of test scheduling will be treated in dep
especially the problem of test parallelization. We will present
technique for test parallelization under test power consumpti
and show how it can be used to find the optimal test time for t
system under test. Our technique is based on a greedy algori
which runs fast and can be therefore used during the des
space exploration process. The usefulness of the algorithm
demonstrated with an industrial design.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 System Modeling
An example of a system under test is given in Figure 2 whe
each core is placed in a wrapper in order to achieve efficient t
isolation and to ease test access. In our approach, a sys
under test, such as the one shown in Figure 2, is by a notati
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design with test, DT = (C, Rsource, Rsink, pmax, T, source, sink,
constraint, bandwidth)2, where:

C = {c1, c2,..., cn} is a finite set of cores and each coreci∈C
is characterized by:

pidle(ci): its idle power,
parmin(ci): its minimal parallelization degree, and
parmax(ci): its maximal parallelization degree;

Rsource= {r1, r2,..., rm} is a finite set of test sources;
Rsink= {r1, r2,..., rp} is a finite set of test sinks;
pmax: maximal allowed power at any time;
T = { t11, t12,..., toq} is a finite set of tests, each consisting o

a set of test vectors. And each core,ci, is associated with several
tests,tij  (j=1,2,...,k). Each testtij  is characterized by:

ttest(tij): test time at parallelization degree 1,par(tij)=1,
ptest(tij): test power dissipated when testtij alone is applied;

source: T→Rsource defines the test sources for the tests;
sink: T→Rsinkdefines the test sinks for the tests;
constraint: T→2C gives the cores required for a test;
bandwidth(ri): bandwidth at test sourceri∈Rsource.

2.2 Test Power Consumption
Generally speaking, there are more switching activities duri
the testing mode of a system than when it is operated under
normal mode. A simplification of the estimation of the powe
consumption was introduced by Chou et al. [3] and has be
used by Zorian [2] and by Muresanet al.[4] and we will use this
assumption also in our approach.

Aertset al. have defined for scan-based designs the chan
of test time when a scan-chain is subdivided into several cha
of shorter length[5]. In our approach, we use a formula whic
follows the idea introduced by Aertset al.:

wherenij  is the degree of parallelization of a testtij .

2.  This is a simplification of the model we used in [6].

Figure 1. A TCG of the example system.
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Figure 2. An illustrative example.
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Gerstendörfer and Wunderlich investigated the test power
consumption for scan-based BIST and used the weighted
switching activity (WSA) defined as the number of switches
multiplied by the capacitance [7]. The average power is WSA
divided by the test time as a measure of the average power
consumption for a test where WSA is defined as the number of
switches multiplied by the capacitance. As a result, the test
power increases as test time is reduced.

The simplification defined in this section is used in order to
discuss the impact on test time and test power. For our practical
algorithms more accurate estimations are included.

3 Proposed Approach
3.3 Optimal Test Time
In this section we first discuss the possibility of achieving
optimal test time with the help of test parallelization under
power constraints.

A test schedule can be illustrated by placing all tests in a
diagram as in Figure 3(b). At any moment the test power
consumption must be below the maximal allowed power limit
pmax. The rectangle where the vertical side is given bypmaxand
the horizontal side is defined by the total test application time
ttotal characterizes the test feature of a given system under test.

If the rectangle defined bypmax× ttotal is equal to the
summation ofttest(tij)×ptest(tij) for all tests, as given by the
following equation, we have the optimal solution.

The optimal test time for a system under test is thus:

Usually, the optimal test time cannot be achieved due to test
conflicts. The worst case occur when all tests are in conflicts
with each other and all tests must be scheduled in sequence.
The total test time is then given by:

For a scan-based design the scan-chains can be divided into
several which reduces the test application time. If every testtij
is allowed to be parallelized by a factornij , the total test time
when all tests are scheduled in sequence is:

The lower bound of the degree of parallelization isnij = 1.
For a scan-based core, it means a single scan-chain. The upper

bound of the degree of parallelization is defined by th
maximal test power consumption:

By using the upper bound as the degree of parallelization
combination with Equation 6, the following is obtained:

A testable unit is often tested by two test sets, one produc
by an external test generator and one produced by BIST
problem arises when two tests at a testable unit requ
different degree of parallelization. For instance, if a scan-cha
is to be divided intonij chains at one moment andnik chains at
another moment wherej≠k. However, if the core is placed in a
wrapper such as P1500 [8] it is possible to allow differe
length of the scan-chain. As an example, in Figure 4, the bo
wiring marks how to set up the wrapper in order to make th
two scan-chains to be connected into a single scan-chain.

For a given coreci tested by the teststi1 and ti2, we have two
test sets each with its degree of parallelization calculated asni1
andni2. It means that the number of scan-chains atci should,
when testti1 is applied, beni1 and, whenti2 is applied,ni2. For
instance ifni1=10 andni2=15 the number of scan-chains are 3
which is theleast common multiple(lcm). This means that we
also generalize our solution to make it applicable to a
arbitrary number of tests per block.

3.4 Optimal Test Algorithm
The optimal test scheduling algorithm is illustrated in Figure
The timeτ determines when a test is to start and it is initiall
set to zero. In each iteration over the set of cores and the se
tests at a core, the degree of parallelizationnij is computed for
the testtij ; its new test time is calculated; and the starting tim
for the test is set toτ. Finallyτ is increased byttest(tij)/nij . When
the parallelization is calculated for all tests at a core, the fin
degree of parallelization can be computed.

The algorithm consists of a loop over the set of cores and
each core a loop over the set of its test, it corresponds to a lo
over all tests resulting in a complexityO(|T|) where |T | is the
number of tests.

p'test tij( ) ptest tij( ) nij×= 2

ttest tij( ) ptest× tij( )
i j∀∀
∑ pmax t×

opt
= 3

topt

ttest tij( ) ptest tij( )×
pmax

-----------------------------------------------
i j∀∀
∑= 4

tsequence ttest ti j( )
i j∀∀
∑= 5

ttest tij( )( ) nij⁄
i j∀∀
∑ 6

Figure 3. The test time and test power consumption for a
test (a) and the test schedule of the example system (b).
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Figure 4. Part of a wrapper where the two scan-chains
are connected to a single chain.
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Figure 5. Optimal test parallelization algorithm.

τ = 0;
for all cores ci

for all tests tij at core ci
nij = pmax/ ptest(tij)
start test tij at timeτ;
τ=τ+ttest(tij )/nij ;

ni = lcm(ni1,..., nin)
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3.5 Practical limitations
The optimal degree of parallelization for a testti has been
defined aspmax/ptest(tij) (Equation 7). However, such division
does not usually give an integer result. The practical degree of
parallelization for a testti is given by:

For each testtij , the difference between the optimal and the
practical degree of parallelization is given by:

and the difference∆ij  for each testtij  is given by:

∆i reaches its maximum whennij-nij  is approximately 1
which occur whennij = 0.99.. leading to∆ij≈ ptest(tij). The
worst case test time occurs when∆ij ≈ ptest(tij) for all testtij and
nij = 1, resulting in a test time given by Equation 6 which is
equal totsequence computed using Equation 5 sincenij  = 1.

We now show the difference between the worst case test
time for the system and its optimal test time. The worst case
occurred when∆ij = ptest(tij) andnij= 0.99... which in Equation
11 results in the following:

which only has one solution,ptest(pij) = Pmax / 2 (assuming
Pmax > ptest(tij) > 0). However, we can not make any
conclusions in respect to test time since two teststij andtik may
have equal test power consumption but different test time. The
difference between the optimal test time and the worst total test
time given by:

This motivates the use of an integrated test scheduling and
test parallelization approach.

3.6 Test Scheduling and Test Parallelization Algorithm
In this section, we outline the test scheduling and test
parallelization part of the algorithm and leave the function for
constraint checkingand nexttimeout. The tests are initially
sorted based on eitherpower(p), time(t) or power×time (p×t)
and placed in P (Figure 6). An iteration is performed until P is
empty (all tests are scheduled). For all tests in P at a certain
time τ, the maximal possible parallelization is determined as
the minimum among:
 • available power during[τ, τ+ttest(tij)]/ ptest(tij),
 • parmax(ci), and
 • available bandwidth during[τ, τ+ttest(tij)].

The constraints are checked and if all are satisfied, the test is
scheduled in S at timeτ and removed from P.

4 Experimental Results
We have performed experiments on a design example and
industrial design. For the design example (Figure 2) with th
TCG in Figure 1 all tests are allowed to be parallelized by
factor 2 except for testt31 which is fixed. The test schedule
when not allowing test parallelization results in a test time of
time units (Figure 3(b)) and when only test parallelization
used the test time is also 6 time units (Figure 7(a)). Howev
when combining test scheduling test parallelization the te
time is reduced to 4 time units (Figure 7(b)).

The industrial design [6] and a designers solution require
test application time of 1592 and using the test scheduli
approach we proposed [6] results in a test schedule a
application time of 1077 which is an improvement of th
designers solution with 32%. The test schedule achieved us
the approach proposed in this paper results in a test time of 3

5 Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of test parallelization under t
power constraints and shown that the optimal solution for te
application time can be found in the ideal case and we ha
defined an algorithm for it. Furthermore, we have showed th
practical limitations may make it impossible to find the optima
solution and therefore test parallelization must be integrat
into the test scheduling process. We have perform
experiments on an industrial design to show the efficiency
the proposed technique.
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Sort T according to thekey (p, t or p×t) and store the result in P;
Schedule S=∅, τ=0;
Repeat until P=∅

For all tests tij in P do
nij=min{ available power during[τ, τ+ttest(tij)]/ ptest(tij),

parmax(ci), available bandwidth during[τ, τ+ttest(tij)]}
τend=τ+ttest(tij )
ptest(tij)=ptest(tij)×nij ;
If all constraints are satisfied during[τ, τend] then

Insert tij in S with starting at timeτ;
Remove tij from P;

τ = nexttime(τ);
Figure 6. The system test algorithm. Figure 7. The test schedule of the example design using

test parallelization (a) and combined test parallelization
and test scheduling (b).
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